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     At last, it is fully summer … the time we wait for all year.  The heat of 
summer and the month of July seem to call us to the ocean or to a lake, 
anywhere there is water.  If we live too far from water, perhaps we 
remember it from our youth.  
     What do we learn from this wonderful month?  First, we might think of 
the heat of life’s pressures moving us toward a place of cooling off or 
resting.  When we cool off from the “heat”, we are not in the thick of 
difficulties, but rather in a soothing place that rests and replenishes us.   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      The ocean is a great teacher. For each low tide there’s always a high 
tide.  Its ebb and flow it reminds us that life is about the balancing of  
dualities.!

✦ thinking and feeling (balancing making decisions with thinking an 
intuition)!

✦ coming and going (balancing speaking with being quiet)!

✦ holding on and letting go, (balancing making plans with trusting that all 
things will move as they are meant to, that we will always be brought to 
a better place)!

✦  coming and going (balancing working, being busy with resting)!

✦ giving and receiving (You do things for others, but are you letting 
yourself Receive and take in the Replenishment of Nature and the gifts 
that Life wants you to have?) !

   How are you doing with your own tides?  Are you going with the flow or 
are you trying too hard to plan out everything?  As you observe the tides in 
your life and allow them their balanced flow, you will feel a greater sense 
of inner peace.        
     Let yourself take in the reassuring refreshment of July.  
 !

     With Love From Your Teacher and Friend,  
     Susan!

PS. Please share this newsletter with anyone who would benefit from it. 
To unsubscribe, just email me at 

sackerman@lifeinsightastrology.com
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